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Abstract- In increasing demand of power in recent system it is important to regulate the reactive power and voltage in the system. This paper indicates power compensation of reactive and regulation of voltage at load side, by using STATCOM and UPFC. It can be used in medium transmission line consists of STATCOM and UPFC. The work is tested on a medium transmission line system with a consideration of linear and nonlinear loads one at a time. The output values and waveforms are observed and a comparison is carried out between both devices.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, transmission systems increase in the power line, the energy conservation and stable supply of power is getting to be important. In power transmission power factor drops due to reactive power component of load and transmission line. This may also cause voltage drop due to unexpected load Variations at load side occurs.

The function of an AC transmission system is to provide electric power from one end to another at specified voltage, frequency, power factor and waveform. Reactive power Q is exchanged between inductive and capacitive loads in the network. Reactive power flow causes increase in I²R.

Volt-amperes reactive are absorbed by inductive loads and Q for inductive loads is considered positive. Volt-amperes are supplied by capacitance loads and Q for capacitor load is considered negative. The reactive power supplied or absorbed by individual components Varies with the loading, network configuration and with changes in voltage.

Voltage stability is refer to maximum power transfer beyond which further increase in load results in reduction in voltage. Higher load Variations results higher reactive power loss and voltage drop in the transmission line. For regulating voltage reactive power is supplied to the line during heavy loads and is extracted from the line during low loads compensation of reactive power helps in improving steady state and voltage stability.

FACTs devices are used to regulate power flows in transmission line by controlling one or all of circuit impedance, magnitude and phase angle difference of voltage across the transmission line. Among them UPFC is most versatile and reliable device of FACTs family.

UPFC consists of a parallel and series branches, each one contains a transformer, power electric converter with turn off capable semiconductor devices and DC circuit. Series inverter is connected to series transformer and shunt inverter is connected to shunt transformer. The real and reactive power in transmission line can be quickly regulated by changing the voltage magnitude and phase angle of converter.

STATCOM is regulating device used on alternating current electricity transmission networks. It is power electronic voltage source converter and can work as either source or sink of reactive AC power to an electricity network. STATCOM provides better reactive power support at low AC voltage than FACTs device, the reactive power from a STATCOM decreases linearly with the AC voltage.

This paper indicates a simulation model of medium transmission line which is once considered with linear and non-linear load at time, with STATCOM and UPFC. The UPFC and STATCOM is simulated with the help of Simulink library of MATLAB. The simulation is carried out with these considerations and results are compared.

Mathematical & Simulink Model of UPFC

The UPFC is designed with the help of 12 IGBT and series & shunt connected transformer to the UPFC controller. The PWM Generator circuits are used as the controller circuit of the UPFC. For the measurement of current and voltage, Three Phase voltage current measurement block of Simulation is used.
The gate terminal of each UPFC is connected to individual pulse generator to trigger out the UPFC converter which helps it to simulate at given input source. Both converter has different 3 phase voltage and current measurement blocks with their own 3 phase input source. These blocks are further connected to another blocks which helps in observing the real reactive power absorbed or injected by any of series or shunt converter.

The UPFC circuit is used here because of its versatile and dynamic nature of controlling real and reactive power from sending to receiving side. On using UPFC with the system we get better results in comparison to other devices and results without devices.

The UPFC here designed with the help Simulation through MATLAB. It contains multiple IGBT circuits connected to parallel circuit to each other with a dc capacitor with them. The UPFC is having one transformer in series and other with the shunt connected to the line. The Simulation contains both measurement and control circuit. The receiving end real power it increases variously to linear and then moves constant to forward, the reactive is here compensated and the graph increases linearly and then becomes constant.

Mathematical & Simulink Model of STATCOM

\[ I_r = \frac{V - E}{R + j\omega L} \quad (7) \]
\[ E = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} \frac{V_{dc}}{2} \sin \theta \, d\theta \quad (8) \]
\[ E = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi} V_{dc} \quad (9) \]
\[ P = V_{sin} I_{sin} \cos \frac{\phi}{2} \quad (10) \]
\[ P = \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi} \sin \frac{\phi}{2} \quad (11) \]
The STATCOM is here a combination of shunt transformer, lc Filter and an IGBT Converter fed with the pwm generator. The output of STATCOM is calculated at the Pstat port and results is obtained for absorption or injection of reactive power in STATCOM. The results here are obtained with STATCOM is compared with previous block of power system without STATCOM.

The capacitor voltage can be adjusted by controlling the phase angle difference between line voltage and vsc voltage. If the phase angle of line voltage is taken as a reference, the phase angle of vsc voltage is the same as the firing angle of vsc. The dc voltage decreases and reactive power flows into STATCOM, if the firing angles are slightly advanced. Conversely, if the firing angles are slightly delayed, the dc voltage increases and STATCOM supplies reactive power to the bus.

Simulation model of medium transmission line is constructed in Simulink Library of MATLAB. The simulink is once considered with linear and non-linear load in medium transmission line with UPFC and STATCOM. The DC capacitor is here used for the source of the Voltage Source Converter. The DC source helps to provide the active power is helpful by using the capacitor.

There is DC Capacitor connected parallel with the IGBT circuits, the transformer dc voltage source is calculated with K modulation gain and $\alpha$ is the phase angle for the injected voltage. By controlling the firing angles of Voltage Source Converter, the voltage stability and control of reactive power injected or absorbed can be control.

The $I_q$ component of the source current is strongly correlated to the reactivepower which is used as the reference $I_q$ in the PI controller that produces themodulation index of the PWM controller. The STATCOM injected or absorbed $I_q$ is found using the same transformation and is compared with thereference $I_q$ in the above PI controller. The converter output voltage is increased or decreased so that the converter injects or absorbs the reactive power into the bus depending on RL or RC load respectively.

Results and Discussions –

In this section, the simulation is tested at linear and non-linear load connected to the medium transmission line. The system is connected once with UPFC and STATCOM to the medium transmission line. The simulation is carried out on Simulink platform of MATLAB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Configuration Name</th>
<th>Configuration Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Without FACTS in Linear Load</td>
<td>WFL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>With STATCOM in Linear Load</td>
<td>SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>With UPFC in Linear Load</td>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Without FACTS in Non-Linear Load</td>
<td>WFNl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>With STATCOM in Non-Linear Load</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>With UPFC in Non-Linear Load</td>
<td>UNL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At Linear Load –

The system is connected to linear load at medium transmission line once at UPFC and STATCOM. The results observed and comparison is carried out between both devices. The values of reactive power and load voltage is carried in below.
By controlling firing angle of IGBT converter, the voltage stability and reactive power can be controlled.

Firing angle is inversely proportional to the reactive power at receiving end. The sine wave of load voltage and current is occurred due to sine triangular PWM which is given to gate of IGBT's.

Comparison of Load voltage and Reactive Power of Medium Transmission Line at Linear and Non-Linear Load—

*At Non-Linear Load—*
When the load varies, the value of sending end reactive power also decreases. Also due to load variations the sending end reactive power decreases which also affects the sending end reactive power, which finally results in increase in power transfer capability and voltage stability at receiving end.

**Conclusion –**

The best results of Transmission line with linear load with UPFC in figure 16. It give effective results of reactive power compensation and load voltage.

When load reactive power decreases, sending end reactive power losses also decreases. It is observed that the sending end reactive power losses is decreased on using STATCOM, so UPFC is best alternative in place of STATCOM. The power transfer capability and the thermal capability of transmission line is increased by using UPFC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>At Linear Load</th>
<th>At Non-Linear Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reactive Power Losses</td>
<td>Load Voltage Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATCOM</td>
<td>23.06 VAR</td>
<td>20.82 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPFC</td>
<td>7.37 VAR</td>
<td>4.729 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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